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Abstract

BACKGROUND: The onset of mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
is an essential outcome in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) prevention
trials and a compelling milestone for clinically meaningful
change. Determining MCI, however, may be variable
and subject to disagreement. Adjudication procedures may
improve the reliability of these determinations. We report the
performance of an adjudication committee for an AD prevention
trial.
METHODS: The TOMMORROW prevention trial selected
cognitively normal participants at increased genetic risk
for AD and randomized them to low-dose pioglitazone or
placebo treatment. When adjudication criteria were triggered,
a participant’s clinical information was randomly assigned to a
three-member panel of a six-member independent adjudication
committee. Determination of whether or not a participant
reached MCI due to AD or AD dementia proceeded through
up to three review stages – independent review, collaborative
review, and full committee review – requiring a unanimous
decision and ratification by the chair.
RESULTS: Of 3494 participants randomized, the committee
adjudicated on 648 cases from 386 participants, resulting in
96 primary endpoint events. Most participants had cases that
were adjudicated once (n = 235, 60.9%); the rest had cases
that were adjudicated multiple times. Cases were evenly
distributed among the eight possible three-member panels.
Most adjudicated cases (485/648, 74.8%) were decided within
the independent review (stage 1); 14.0% required broader
collaborative review (stage 2), and 11.1% needed full committee
discussion (stage 3). The primary endpoint event decision rate
was 39/485 (8.0%) for stage 1, 29/91 (31.9%) for stage 2, and
28/72 (38.9%) for stage 3. Agreement between the primary event
outcomes supported by investigators’ clinical diagnoses and the
decisions of the adjudication committee increased from 50% to
approximately 93% (after around 100 cases) before settling at
80–90% for the remainder of the study.
CONCLUSIONS: The adjudication process was designed to
provide independent, consistent determinations of the trial
endpoints. These outcomes demonstrated the extent of
uncertainty among trial investigators and agreement between
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adjudicators when the transition to MCI due to AD was
prospectively assessed. These methods may inform clinical
endpoint determination in future AD secondary prevention
studies. Reliable, accurate assessment of clinical events is critical
for prevention trials and may mean the difference between
success and failure.
Key words: Mild cognitive impairment, adjudication, methodology,
randomized clinical trial, delay of onset of MCI due to AD,
pioglitazone.
Abbreviations: AD: Alzheimer’s disease; CAF: Clinical Assessment
Form; CDR: Clinical Dementia Rating; CIAC: Cognitive Impairment
Adjudication Committee; CMFV: comprehensive medical follow-up
visit; MCI: mild cognitive impairment; NIA/AA: National Institute
on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association.

Background

T

he Alzheimer ’s disease (AD) therapeutic
research paradigm shift from symptomatic
treatment to interventions that delay or prevent
clinical expression brings several new challenges for
clinical trials, including recruitment, retention, endpoint
determination, and whether trial outcomes are clinically
meaningful (1). The assessment of cognitive decline
and clinical status is required to determine the clinical
impact of treatment, and it is essential to independently
adjudicate endpoints to minimize the risk for bias across
sites. There are several examples of endpoint adjudication
in clinical trials in various therapeutic areas (2, 3),
including AD (4-9) .
The TOMMORROW clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.
gov NCT01931566) provides an example of a robust
adjudication protocol for the determination of a primary
endpoint event, namely, mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
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due to AD (10). It was a phase 3, multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group trial
designed to: (1) qualify a biomarker risk assignment
algorithm (11, 12) to determine near-term risk for MCI
due to AD; and (2) evaluate the efficacy of a low dose of
pioglitazone, 0.8 mg sustained release, to delay the onset
of MCI due to AD in cognitively unimpaired participants
assigned as high risk by the biomarker algorithm.
The adjudication process was noteworthy because,
for the first time, the National Institute for Aging and
Alzheimer’s Association (NIA/AA) core clinical criteria
for MCI due to AD were used to define the transition of
an unimpaired participant to the earliest defined stage of
the AD clinical continuum as an endpoint of a registration
study. This paper describes how the adjudication was
conducted, examines its outcomes, and summarizes
considerations that may be useful to guide future trials.

Methods
The clinical trial design has been described previously
(13). Primary endpoints were the onset of MCI due to AD
(10) or AD dementia (14) as adjudicated by a committee.
Study visits were conducted every 6 months over a
period of approximately 4 years, with anticipated study
completion when 202 events would be observed in the
efficacy population.
Enrollment began 1 August 2013 and was completed
21 December 2015; in total, 57 clinical sites were included
from the USA, the UK, Australia, Switzerland, and
Germany. While the trial originally was designed to enroll
approximately 5400 participants to accrue 410 endpoint
events, the protocol was modified, and this increased the
expected effect size from 30% to 40%, while the number of
enrolled participants was reduced to 3494. The study was
terminated early by the sponsor in January 2018 for not
meeting the futility analysis criteria. The trial results are
reported elsewhere (15).

Clinical assessments
The two types of study visit after baseline were: (1)
an in-clinic visit scheduled at 6‑month intervals and (2)
a comprehensive medical follow-up visit (CMFV) that
occurred usually within 30 days after a participant met
protocol-specified trigger criteria at the regular 6-month
visit. The assessments collected at these visits are listed
in Fig. 1. The 6-month visits were intended to evaluate
safety and to assess clinical and neuropsychological
function, using information obtained from the participant
and their study partner. The CMFV required additional
assessments to aid the site investigator’s clinical diagnosis
when a 6-monthly interval visit suggested a change in
a participant’s cognitive status. After each CMFV, the
investigator assigned a provisional clinical diagnosis to
the participant’s case from the following six categories:
cognitively normal; reversible cognitive impairment (e.g.,
from a medical condition or medication); irreversible

cognitive impairment (e.g., from a medical condition
such as a stroke or tumor); MCI due to AD; AD dementia;
or non-AD dementia. Following a CMFV, participants
continued regular 6-monthly visits unless a site
investigator decided to withdraw the participant from
the trial or an adjudication decision determined that the
participant met the criteria for a primary endpoint.

Initiation of case adjudication
Fig. 2 summarizes the protocol-defined criteria that
would initiate adjudication of a case. The first criterion
was a determination that a participant met CMFV trigger
criteria, that is, suspicion of cognitive decline, at two
consecutive study visits. The second criterion required
an MCI due to AD diagnosis by an investigator after any
CMFV. In these situations, the participant continues in
the trial and returns for the next 6-month interval visit.
This visit would require a CMFV regardless of whether
the trigger criteria were met so that the adjudication
review would have data from two consecutive visits upon
which to base a decision regarding the primary endpoint
event. The third criterion was an investigator’s diagnosis
of AD dementia, non-AD dementia, or irreversible
cognitive impairment. Each of these diagnoses presented
the possibility that a participant had declined to AD
dementia, which was also a primary endpoint event.
Therefore, these cases were assigned for adjudication after
the CMFV when the diagnosis was made.
Cases meeting these adjudication initiation criteria
were prepared for adjudication review by a vendor
company (IQVIA, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA),
using an electronic platform (Merge eClinical Operating
System) to create a dossier that included clinical profile
information (e.g., demographics, cognitive battery
profile sheets, and noncognitive assessment summaries),
investigator clinical narratives, visit source worksheets,
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale worksheets,
Clinical Global Impression of Change source documents,
laboratory reports for values reported as adverse events,
and brain imaging scans and reports (if applicable). To
provide robust and consistent case details, the study
team implemented guidance for site investigators
regarding their clinical narratives by standardizing a
Clinical Assessment Form (CAF) to be included with each
dossier. The CAF narrative was required for any clinical
diagnosis other than “cognitively normal” and provided a
description of disease onset (e.g., “abrupt” or “insidious”)
and disease course (e.g., slowly progressive versus
stepwise), a neurocognitive profile (neuropsychologist
report), a summary of other clinical data, and comments
on any complicating medical factors.
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Figure 1. Study assessments at 6-month interval visits
and CMFVs

Figure 2. Adjudication initiation criteria

Three criteria determined the need for case adjudication: (a) case is forwarded
after two consecutive CMFVs if CMFV trigger criteria are met at two consecutive
6-month interval study visits; (b) case is forwarded after two consecutive CMFVs
if the investigator’s first clinical diagnosis is “MCI due to AD”, here, the second
CMFV is mandatory and not conditioned on triggering; and (c) case is forwarded
after a single CMFV if the investigator’s clinical diagnosis is “AD dementia”,
“non-AD dementia”, or “irreversible CI”. Dotted ovals indicate the relative time
frames during which case adjudication would occur: in a or b, adjudication takes
place after the second of two consecutive CMFVs, while in c, adjudication takes
place after the CMFV when the investigator’s diagnosis is AD dementia, non-AD
dementia, or irreversible CI. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CI, cognitive impairment;
CMFV, comprehensive medical follow-up visit; MCI, mild cognitive impairment;
PI, principal investigator

CIAC composition and remit
The Cognitive Impairment Adjudication Committee
(CIAC) comprised seven independent experts. One
served as chair and had responsibility for committee
oversight and ensuring endpoint event harmonization,
that is, the appropriate and consistent application of
MCI due to AD and AD dementia diagnostic criteria
in endpoint event decisions across sites. Six served as
reviewing members, with two each having expertise
in neurology, psychiatry, and clinical neuropsychology.
Members did not otherwise participate in the conduct of
the trial.
Figure 3. Cognitive Impairment Adjudication
Committee

Regular study visits were scheduled for participants and their study partners
every 6 months after the randomization visit. If any CMFV trigger criterion
was met, participants and partners were required to attend a medical follow-up
within 30 days of the visit at which the trigger criterion was met. The CDR and
neuropsychological battery were both centrally reviewed, providing feedback
to the sites to provide consistency between sites. *Post-baseline assessments
conducted yearly (every 12 months). †This battery is a novel combination of
widely used tests: California Verbal Learning Test II, Brief Visuospatial Memory
Test-Revised, Trail Making Test (Parts A/B), Clock-Drawing Test, Controlled Oral
Word Association Test, Animal Fluency Test, Digit Span (forward/backward), and
Multilingual Naming Test. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADCS, Alzheimer’s Disease
Cooperative Study; ADL-PI, Activities of Daily Living – Prevention Instrument;
CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; CGIC-MCI, Clinical Global Impression of Change
– Mild Cognitive Impairment; CMFV, comprehensive medical follow-up visit;
C-SSRS, Columbia–Suicide Severity Rating Scale; ECG, electrocardiogram; GDS,
Geriatric Depression Scale; IQCODE, Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive
Decline in the Elderly; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental
State Examination; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NPI-Q, Neuropsychiatric
Inventory Questionnaire; SD, standard deviation

The committee responsible for the adjudication of primary endpoint events
was comprised of one chair and six reviewing members. To review a case, the
adjudication vendor assigned a dossier to a randomly selected panel of three
reviewers, each representing a different discipline. *Panels are examples of
eight possible combinations of Cognitive Impairment Adjudication Committee
reviewers
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A stratified random assignment method was used
to assign each dossier to a three-member review panel,
with one expert each in neurology, psychiatry, and
neuropsychology (Fig. 3). Eight different combinations of
reviewing members were randomly assigned dossiers in
this manner.
The committee’s remit was to review data within
the Merge web-based study portal for participants
suspected of cognitive decline and to provide a primary
endpoint event outcome decision on whether or not
the participants met criteria for MCI due to AD or AD
dementia. According to the study protocol, “MCI due to
AD” was recorded when a participant met core clinical
criteria for MCI due to AD at two consecutive study visits
and CMFVs, and “AD dementia” was recorded when a
participant met the NIA/AA criteria at any single study
visit and CMFV (14).
Figure 4. Adjudication process. Process flow and timing
for adjudications

a After a CMFV when an adjudication initiation criterion is met, the participant’s
dossier is assigned to a randomly comprised review group. b In stage 1, a
reviewing member has 1–2 weeks to determine if an endpoint event occurred. If
all three reviewers independently agree, then the chair may ratify the decision
or assign the dossier for additional discussion at a meeting attended by all CIAC
members. If all three reviewers do not agree after independent review, the process
progresses to stage 2, at which the adjudicators are able to access each other’s
comments and given 1 week to reevaluate their decision. Continued disagreement
results in dossier review at stage 3, a monthly teleconference attended by all CIAC
members. The target maximum duration of the process is 30 days. *Attended
by all six members and the chair. †If the chair does not ratify the decision of the
reviewers, the case will be assigned to the monthly disagreements TC. CIAC,
Cognitive Impairment Adjudication Committee; CMFV, comprehensive medical
follow-up visit; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TC, teleconference

Adjudication procedures
The method for adjudication adapted from Gabel et al.
(2010) (16) was: (1) the presentation of a uniform set of
information to the review panel; (2) an initial independent
decision from each reviewer, which is recorded and
subsequently shared with the other reviewers; (3)
discussion by the reviewers of their opinions; and (4) a
final group decision requiring consensus. Adjudicators
were blinded to the risk and treatment strata of

participants whose cases were to be adjudicated (16).
After a case was assigned, the process could progress
through up to three stages; the required unanimous
agreement could occur at any of these stages (Fig. 4).
Initially (stage 1), the three members independently
reviewed each dossier and logged their event decision
within 14 days. If the three reviewers reached the same
decision, the dossier and reviews were sent to the chair.
If the chair ratified the decision, the decision was shared
with the investigator. If the chair did not agree with the
decision, the dossier would be reviewed by all committee
members at a monthly teleconference. Stage 2 of the
process was initiated if agreement was not reached after
the independent review; the three reviewers shared
each other ’s comments and decisions, and each had
an additional 7 days to reevaluate their own decision.
Agreement at the end of this stage resulted in the same
procedures that were followed at stage 1, but if unanimity
was still not reached, or if the chair did not ratify the
decision, the dossier was reviewed at the next monthly
teleconference (stage 3) by all committee members. This
meeting could not adjourn until unanimity was reached
on the endpoint decision. If agreement could still not be
reached, the chair was empowered to cast the deciding
vote.
While the adjudication committee’s endpoint
decision determined the participant’s disposition, the
site investigator ’s clinical diagnosis was expected to
guide decisions regarding clinical management because
a site investigator is ultimately responsible for a research
participant’s care and well-being. During the adjudication
process, committee members could make requests for
additional information, which were conveyed through the
vendor.

Results
Of the 57 clinical sites, 51 (89.5%) had at least one
participant meet CMFV trigger criteria, 47 sites (82.5%)
had at least one participant adjudicated, and 28 (49.1%)
had at least one meet endpoint event criteria. With greater
than 8400 patient-years’ exposure to study medication,
974/3494 (27.9%) participants met trigger criteria for a
CMFV at least once during the trial; 472/3494 (13.5%) met
the criteria at least twice; and 100/3494 (2.9%) met the
criteria four or more times. The most common reason for
a CMFV was that a participant met thresholds for possible
impairment on the neuropsychological tests (93%).
In total, 648 dossiers were adjudicated, representing
386 individuals. Most of these individuals had cases
that were adjudicated only once (235, 60.9%), while the
remaining 151 had cases that were adjudicated multiple
times. Table 1 provides a demographic summary of these
participants categorized by their final adjudication. In
total, 96 participants were adjudicated to have met the
endpoint event criteria for either MCI due to AD (n =
92) or AD dementia (n = 4), while 290 were adjudicated
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Table 1. Demographic data for participants whose dossiers were adjudicated
MCI
(n = 92)

AD
(n = 4)

Not MCI or AD
(n = 290)

Total
(N = 386)

76.2 (4.2)

79.8 (2.9)

75.6 (5.0)

75.8 (4.8)

65–83

76–83

65–83

65–83

Age, years
Mean (SD)
Range
Gender, n (%)
Female

47 (51%)

3 (75%)

148 (51%)

198 (51%)

Male

45 (49%)

1 (25%)

142 (49%)

188 (49%)

White

89 (97%)

4 (100%)

279 (96%)

372 (97%)

Black

2 (2%)

0 (0%)

10 (3%)

12 (3%)

Other

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

1 (< 1%)

2 (1%)

14.2 (3.3)

17.5 (1.9)

14.4 (3.1)

14.3 (3.1)

7–20

16–20

7–20

7–20

28.1 (1.5)

28.5 (1.7)

28.1 (1.5)

28.0 (1.6)

23–30

26–30

24–30

23–30

Race, n (%)

Years of education
Mean (SD)
Range
MMSE (baseline)
Mean (SD)
Range
APOE genotype, n (%)
ε2/ε3

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

6 (2%)

7 (2%)

ε2/ε4

7 (8%)

0 (0%)

19 (7%)

26 (7%)

ε3/ε3

35 (38%)

0 (0%)

129 (44%)

164 (42%)

ε3/ε4

40 (43%)

4 (100%)

111 (38%)

155 (40%)

ε4/ε4

9 (10%)

0 (0%)

25 (9%)

34 (9%)

Participants are categorized by the final event decision reached by the adjudication committee; for those whose dossiers were adjudicated more than once, the last
adjudication decision was used to determine their status for this table. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination;
SD, standard deviation

as not having met these criteria. No clear demographic
differences were apparent between participants meeting
MCI criteria and those considered to have neither MCI
nor AD. There was a somewhat greater proportion of
APOE ε4 genotype carriers among the participants
adjudicated as having MCI due to AD than those who
were not (61% vs 54%). All four of the participants
adjudicated as having met the criteria for AD dementia
were APOE ε3/ε4 carriers and somewhat older than the
other participants.
Based on the adjudication initiation criteria in Fig. 2,
in total, 63.3% (410/648) of participants met criterion
“a” (two consecutive CMFV triggers) and had dossiers
forwarded for adjudication; 29.5% (191/648) met criterion
“b” (investigator provisional diagnosis of MCI due to
AD); and 7.3% (47/648) met criterion “c” (investigator
provisional diagnosis of AD or non-AD dementia or
irreversible cognitive impairment). Dossiers were evenly
distributed among the eight review groups, with no
single group reviewing fewer than 11.1% (72/648, Group
F) or greater than 14.5% (94/648, Group B) of dossiers
(additional file 1, supplementary information). The

decision rates that resulted in the 92 MCI endpoint events
ranged from 9.2% (7 of 76 assigned cases; Group C) to
23.6% (17 of 72 assigned cases; Group F).
Breaking down the endpoint event decisions by
the stage of the review when the decisions were made
(Fig. 5), most adjudicated cases (485/648, 74.8%) were
decided within stage 1, the independent review; 14.0%
(91/648) were adjudicated in stage 2, and 11.1% (72/648)
in stage 3. Stage 1 had the lowest rate of endpoint event
decisions (39/485, 8.0%), stage 2 had 29/91 (31.9%),
while stage 3, full committee review, had the highest
rate of endpoint event decisions (28/72, 38.9%). After
3‒4 months of reviewing cases, the level of agreement
across adjudicators stabilized in terms of endpoint event
decisions (data not shown).
The accumulation of primary endpoint events began
slowly during the recruitment phase, increased during
the double-blind treatment phase, and continued after
study termination until a final count of 96 events was
reached (Fig. 6A). Events continued to increase after the
trial was terminated and medication treatment was ended
because participants who had triggered and attended
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a CMFV before the decision was made to end the trial
were required to complete their next scheduled study
visit and, if indicated, another CMFV, before ending
their participation. This was done to complete the
assessment of whether these participants reached an
endpoint. Participants meeting the adjudication initiation
criteria had their dossiers forwarded to the committee
for endpoint event decision, until no more participants
remained in the study.
Figure 5. Primary endpoint event decisions – breakdown
by review stage

support the protocol-specified criteria for an endpoint
event. The table also shows how the committee’s
event decisions either agreed or disagreed with that
support. In the majority of the 648 adjudicated cases
(60.3%, 391/648), when the adjudicated case included
two diagnoses (adjudication scenarios “a” and “b” in Fig.
2), the diagnoses were either both cognitively normal (n
= 275) or both MCI due to AD (n = 116). Almost half of
the endpoint events (47/96, 49.0%) were derived from
dossiers in which the investigator’s two diagnoses were
both MCI due to AD; however, this represents only a
40.5% rate (47/116 cases) when the committee agreed
with the investigators that MCI criteria were met at both
visits. Most of the remainder of the event total came
from situations when the case diagnoses did not support
meeting the endpoint event criteria, but the committee
disagreed (41/410 cases, 10%).
Figure 6. Primary endpoint event accumulation over
time

This figure summarizes primary endpoint event decisions throughout the three
stages of the review process – the independent review (stage 1), and, when
necessary, the case rereview (stage 2) and the full committee review teleconference
(stage 3). AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MCI, mild cognitive impairment

As expected, the cases reviewed increased over time as
more participants were enrolled and followed as the trial
progressed (Fig. 6B). The numbers of reviews increased
and leveled off 3 years after the start of recruitment and
1 year after the last participant was randomized. For
comparison, the cumulative count over time of cases
reviewed, subsequently rereviewed, and then reviewed
by full committee is displayed in additional file 2
(supplementary information).
A participant’s dossier included two clinical diagnoses
from the investigator that resulted from two consecutive
medical follow-up visits. The adjudication committee
determined whether a participant met MCI due to
AD criteria at both visits (or AD dementia at just one
visit). Cases that were sent specifically for adjudication
of possible AD dementia only needed data from a
single 6-month visit and CMFV. Table 2 summarizes
the combinations of investigator diagnoses from the
different adjudication scenarios (described previously in
Fig. 2) and their resulting adjudicated outcomes. While
investigators did not offer endpoint-event opinions to the
committee, their diagnoses either supported or did not

a The number of enrolled participants at each timepoint (“enrolled count”) and
the number of adjudicated primary endpoint events (“event count”). Dashed
lines indicate the date that the first participant was randomized (28 August 2013),
enrollment completion date (21 December 2015) and study termination date (31
January 2018). b The number of cases reviewed by the adjudication committee
and their endpoint event outcomes from randomization to the end of the study.
The dashed line indicates the date that the first participant was randomized (28
August 2013). AD, Alzheimer’s disease; MCI/AD, mild cognitive impairment due
to Alzheimer’s disease

Agreements between outcomes supported by
investigators’ diagnoses and the event decisions of the
committee trended differently over time. For all 648 cases,
the agreement rate rose from 50% to approximately 93%
(after about 100 cases) before settling at between 80% and
90% for the rest of the study (Fig. 7A). For the 116 cases
when investigator diagnoses were MCI due to AD at two
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consecutive CMFVs, the agreement rate fell from 100%
to about 50% after half of these cases had been received,
then decreased to settle at 40.5% by the end of the study
(Fig. 7B).
Figure 7. Agreement rates over time for CIAC event
outcomes with outcomes supported by investigator
diagnoses

a The blue line shows the rate at which adjudication committee endpoint decision
outcomes agreed with the outcome by the site investigators’ clinical diagnoses for
all 648 adjudicated cases over the course of the trial. The gray dotted line shows
the accumulation of cases. b The blue line shows the rate at which adjudication
committee endpoint decision outcomes agreed with the MCI due to AD outcome
by the site investigators’ clinical diagnoses in 116 adjudicated cases over the course
of the trial. The gray dotted line shows the accumulation of cases over the course
of the trial. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CIAC, Cognitive Impairment Adjudication
Committee; MCI, mild cognitive impairment

We calculated a Cohen’s kappa for the agreement
between the site investigator ’s second CMFV after
triggering and the adjudication committee’s diagnosis
(data in Table 2). The agreement for an MCI due
to AD diagnosis was 62.8% with a Cohen’s kappa =
0.327, indicating fair agreement. As there were only 4
AD dementia diagnoses in question, we also calculated
agreement between the investigator’s diagnosis of MCI
due to AD or AD and the adjudication committee’s
diagnosis. Here, the agreement for an MCI due to AD or
AD dementia diagnoses was 76.9% with a Cohen’s kappa
= 0.539, indicating moderate agreement.

Discussion
The TOMMORROW trial was one of the first phase
3 trials to use onset of MCI due to AD as the primary
endpoint (13). While changes in neuropathologic
biomarkers are becoming essential components of longterm AD trials and may be informative surrogates for

disease progression, the central challenge remains the
accurate determination of clinical illness progression
across the AD continuum. From a participant, caregiver,
regulatory, or payer perspective, it is the most meaningful
milestone that can be ascertained for a prevention or
disease-progression trial. New information gleaned
from using a biomarker framework for diagnosis and
progression such as the NIA/AA “A/T/N” framework
(17) or the US Food and Drug Administration draft
guidance for early stage AD (18) does not diminish
the importance of a clinical- diagnosis-based endpoint
determination. Although the TOMMORROW study
was truncated for futility (15), its experience in the
adjudication of MCI due to AD as the primary endpoint
event is instructive for future research efforts.
Like the triggering criteria, the criteria for
initiating adjudication of a case were centered around
neuropsychologically defined thresholds to facilitate
reliable identification of the earliest transition points
from cognitively unimpaired to MCI due to AD. While it
was not expected that every triggered case would result
in an MCI diagnosis by the investigator, casting a wider
net increased the likelihood that MCI diagnoses would
not be missed. Triggers were set to enable a review of
participants who had two consecutive visits at which
they triggered the criteria regardless of any diagnosis (or
not) given by the site investigator. CIAC metrics revealed
that while most adjudicated cases were decided within
the initial independent review, over 90% were judged
not to have met the criteria for MCI due to AD or for AD
dementia (Fig. 5). However, 10% of cases adjudicated
with investigator diagnoses other than MCI (at two
consecutive visits) or AD dementia (at a single visit)
were judged as primary endpoint events, representing
close to half of the total events in the trial (41/96, 42.7%).
These are events that would have been missed if the
adjudications had been limited only to cases when the
investigator felt an endpoint had been reached.
The majority of endpoint event determinations (57/96,
59.4%) were achieved during the rereviews (stage 2) or
the full committee reviews (stage 3); and the highest
rate of primary endpoint event decisions (28/72, 38.9%)
occurred in the latter. The committee’s decision-making
was conservative by design: when there was any doubt
about the participant having met the MCI criteria, the
committee made a “does not meet” decision, allowing
the participant to continue in the trial for at least another
6 months. While some cases repeatedly triggered and
were judged not to have met MCI criteria, it remains
unknown whether they would have been given such a
diagnosis had they been observed for longer durations.
The implication of these results is that the committee
generally found it relatively easy to determine when cases
did not meet endpoint criteria and to reject those at the
first stage. Determination of the MCI endpoint, however,
was uncommonly a clear-cut decision easily confirmed in
the first review; confirmation usually took a full review
and discussion within the full committee. This result
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Table 2. Investigator clinical diagnoses and CIAC primary endpoint event decisions
Investigator diagnoses
Adjudication initiation criterion
Met CMFV trigger criteria at two consecutive study visits

1st CMFV
Cog NL

Rev CI

Irrev CI

NR

Subtotal
MCI/AD at the first of two consecutive CMFVs

Subtotal
AD dementia, non-AD dementia, or irrev CI at any CMFV

CIAC event decision

2nd CMFV

Not an event
(n)

MCI/AD
(n)

AD dementia
(n)

Total
(n)

Agree
(%)

Cog NL
MCI/AD

Disagree
(%)

269

6

0

275

97.8

2.2

36

19

0

55

65.5

34.5
18.2

Rev CI

9

2

0

11

81.8

Cog NL

11

0

0

11

100.0

0.0

MCI/AD

11

5

1

17

64.7

35.3

Rev CI

13

2

0

15

86.7

13.3

MCI/AD

3

1

0

4

75.0

25.0

Rev CI

1

0

0

1

100.0

0.0

Cog NL

11

0

0

11

100.0

0.0

MCI/AD

3

5

0

8

37.5

62.5

100.0

0.0

Rev CI

2

0

0

2

369

40

1

410

90.0

10.0

MCI/AD

MCI/AD

69

47

0

116

40.5

59.5

Cog NL

66

2

0

68

97.1

2.9

100.0

0.0

Rev CI

7

0

0

7

49

0

191

62.8

37.2

142
AD dementia

1

1

2

4

50.0

50.0

Non-AD dementia

6

1

0

7

85.7

14.3

Irrev CI

34

1

1

36

94.4

5.6

Subtotal

41

3

3

47

89.4

10.6

Total

552

92

4

648

71.0

29.0

This table shows the CIAC’s endpoint decisions as a function of the site investigator’s diagnoses for each reviewed case. CIAC, Cognitive Impairment Adjudication Committee; CMFV,
comprehensive medical follow-up visit; cog NL, cognitively normal; irrev CI, irreversible cognitive impairment; MCI/AD, mild cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer’s disease; NR,
investigator’s diagnosis not recorded; rev CI, reversible cognitive impairment

speaks to the careful consideration and conservative
approach taken by the committee and to the difficulties
presented by the MCI due to AD diagnostic construct
itself.
The adjudication committee was comprised of
clinicians in the USA. Plans to include European
representation were not implemented after the trial
sponsors reduced the sample size and number of sites,
and when it became evident that most participants would
be from English-speaking countries (98.3% from the USA,
Australia, and the UK, and 1.7% from the seven German
and Swiss sites). By design, every case was reviewed by
three committee members each representing psychiatry,
neurology, and neuropsychology to provide perspectives
from different clinical viewpoints. All committee
members served in their roles throughout the study, over
approximately 5 years. The lack of turnover provided
strong internal consistency in endpoint event decisionmaking throughout the trial.
Some degree of offset between site investigator
diagnoses and committee endpoint decisions was
expected due to the novelty of the process and the
historical heterogeneity of the MCI construct. In fact,
only half of the MCI (47/92, 51%) or AD (2/4, 50%)
decisions affirmed an investigator ’s diagnosis (Table
2). However, for non-AD dementia and irreversible CI
diagnoses there was 94% agreement with investigators’

diagnoses that these were not MCI due to AD or AD
dementia endpoints, thus indicating a very high level
of specificity for the endpoint diagnoses. The protocol
intended and allowed for both investigator and
committee to have the ability to consider a participant’s
full clinical presentation in evaluating MCI due to AD.
The committee relied substantially on clinical notes from
the site investigator and neuropsychologist, finding
the additional perspectives to be helpful, particularly
with respect to uncertain cases. For example, in cases
when an investigator ’s diagnosis of MCI due to AD
was adjudicated as a primary endpoint event without
a CDR score of 0.5, sites were required to capture
diagnostic reasoning on the CAF and to acknowledge
the CDR scores. CDR scores were also highlighted for the
committee to bring attention to cases when the score may
not have aligned with the operationalized criteria, and
members were required to document the CDR element in
their entry of adjudication decisions.

Limitations
The adjudication process had several noteworthy
limitations. There was no systematic scale of behavior
or psychiatric symptoms used that otherwise may have
been sensitive early detection variables for MCI but are
not well-established as such. Robust longitudinal data
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for participants with MCI are lacking that might have
shown progression to AD because only 40 individuals
who received a diagnosis of MCI continued in the blinded
extension study. That study was also stopped early when
the trial was stopped for futility.
AD neuropathologic biomarkers were not
prospectively collected in the trial. However, using a
neural network model to impute amyloid plaques from
MRI data we estimated that 83% of participants who
progressed to MCI due to AD were plaque-positive
(Alexander R et al. Oral presentation, Alzheimer ’s
Association International Conference July 17, 2019,
unpublished). Moreover, converters to MCI generally
had lower overall cognitive scores at baseline. Thus, the
high-risk participants who met eligibility criteria for this
trial, based on APOE and TOMM40 genotypes and age,
were similar to the preclinical AD participants of recent
amyloid antibody trials.
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